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Origin of the Name “Hellbender” (Cryptobranchus 
alleganiensis): An Etymological Alternative

Hellbenders (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis) are the largest 
salamander species in North America (Fig. 1) (Hillis and Bellis 
1971). Reaching lengths of up to 60 cm, hellbenders live in cool, 
fast-flowing rivers and streams from New York to Georgia, USA, 
and as far west as Kansas and Oklahoma, USA (Wheeler et al. 
2003). They are habitat specialists, preferring waterways that 
are well-oxygenated with rocky bottoms in which to hide, repro-
duce, and hunt for prey— mainly fish and crayfish (Peterson et 
al. 1989; Wheeler et al. 2003). 

Although “Hellbender” has become the de facto common 
name for C. alleganiensis, this was not always the case. In vari-
ous times and places, a Hellbender might be called “alligator” 
(Barton 1805, 1812; Darlington 1849; Kenny and Jordan 1913), 
“mountain alligator” (Michaux 1805), “poison alligator” (Jackson 
1860), “water lizard” (Darlington 1849), “water dog” (Townsend 
1882), “Hades-bender” (Packard Jr. and Cope 1881), “Mud Dev-
il,” “Ground Puppy,” or “young alligator” (Smedley et al. 1845), 
among many others. “Leverian water-newt” has also been cited 
as a common name for Hellbenders (Nickerson and Mays 1973). 
However, this appears to be the result of a single specimen from 
the Leverian Museum in London, England, which was unidenti-
fied at the time, and was therefore assigned a somewhat nonde-
script moniker (Shaw 1802). I have found no evidence that this 
name was commonly used to describe these animals.  

While C. alleganiensis has an unusual abundance of common 
names, the origins of many of them, including “Hellbender,” are 
nebulous or unknown. Herein, I propose a possible etymological 
avenue by which the common name arose.

Contemporary sources reveal that “alligator” was the most 
widely used name before “Hellbender” became more popular 
(Barton 1812). The earliest available documentation of the name 
“alligator” being used to refer to these animals appears to be in 
the journal of James Kenny, a trader who accompanied naturalist 
John Bartram on an expedition in Pittsburgh, USA (Kenny and 
Jordan 1913). By Kenny’s account from June of 1761, while fish-
ing in the Monongahela River prior to Bartram’s arrival in Sep-
tember, he was told by locals that “they catch likewise a sort of 
young Alligaters [sic] about a foot or fourteen Inches long....” The 

entry continues, reporting that he was told boat operators had 
seen specimens that were “five or Six foot Long” (Kenny and Jor-
dan 1913). The larger animals referred to here were likely either 
the result of a mistake or confusion with Alligator mississippien-
sis on the part of the locals. Barton (1812) reports that in a jour-
nal entry by Bartram from 1762 (though this may be a mistake, 
as Bartram explored Pittsburgh in 1761), he documented the 
people of “Fort-Pitt” describing a type of local “alligator” that he 
apparently did not actually see during his time there.

In a later correspondence with botanist Peter Collinson in 
1763, after Collinson referenced the “small alligator caught at 
Pittsburg,” Bartram asserted that the animals in question were 
unlikely to be true alligators (Darlington 1849). At one point 
in the correspondence, Collinson claimed to have submitted 
some sort of description of an animal that he thought might be 
of the same species to The Gentleman’s Magazine, a then-pop-
ular London-based publication (Darlington 1849). Bartram re-
sponded that he was unable to find any such an article in “the 
Magazine” (Darlington 1849). Subsequent research may have 
located the description Collinson was referring to, which was 
published in The Gentleman’s Magazine anonymously in 1753, 
in an issue nearly a decade older than Collinson had cited to Bar-
tram (McKinley 1988). Based on the accompanying illustration 
however, it appears that the animal in question was actually an 
American Paddlefish (Polyodon spathula), which had been inac-
curately described by the person who collected it (Fig. 2) (Urban 
1753; McKinley 1988). Concerning the “small alligator” in ques-
tion, Bartram, who was familiar with A. mississippiensis replied, 
“That which they call an alligator (at the Ohio), I take to be as 
much a water lizard; but I believe a new genus….” (Darlington 
1849). 
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Fig. 1. Likely the first illustration of Cryptobranchus alleganiensis 
made for scientific purposes, labeled as “Salamandre de Monts Allé-
ganis,” consistent with the nomenclature provided with a specimen 
supplied to the Natural History Museum in Paris, France (Sonnini 
and Latreille 1802).  
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A record from an 1802 expedition through the Alleghenies un-
dertaken by François André Michaux, a French botanist, reports 
a species of salamander living in the “torrents” of North Carolina, 
USA, that was “called by the inhabitants the mountain alligator” 
(Michaux 1805). Also in 1802, in a letter to a French colleague, 
Benjamin Smith Barton described Hellbenders, reporting that 
“By the white people it is called alligator, though it is very different 
from the southern animal of its name” (Tilloch 1805).

The questions of when the name “Hellbender” was introduced 
and when it became popular must be addressed separately. The 
first documentation of this salamander species using the name 
“Hellbender” appears to be from Barton (1805), wherein he gives a 
brief description of a “Hell-Bender,” and explains that he intends 
to expand the note at a later date. The name was not of his own 
invention and was apparently already in use within certain areas 
where the animals were found. In this brief, he states of C. alle-
ganiensis that “…it has received one of its names (chiefly, I think, 
among negroes), viz. Hell-Bender” (Barton 1805). In 1812, Barton 
published “A Memoir Concerning an Animal of the Class of Rep-
tilia, or Amphibia, Which is Known, In the United States, By the 
Names of Alligator and Hell-Bender” in Philadelphia, USA (it is 
noteworthy that throughout this work, Barton refers to the animals 
by the name “Tweeg,” which he attributed to American Indians). 
Naturalists began popularizing the name “Hellbender” after that, 
including Harlan (1825) who included the name “Hell-bender” by 
way of citing Barton’s work in his own “Observations on the genus 
Salamandra: and description of a new genus of quadrupeds, of 
the order Edentata.” However, a year later, Hildreth (1826), appar-
ently unaware of Barton’s work, described how an animal “in the 
Ohio… between the newt and the alligator, is often taken on the 
hooks set for fish….” Thus, some, but not all, naturalists began us-
ing “Hellbender” very soon after the publication of Barton’s work. 
However, it had still not become popular enough to list in many 
English dictionaries.

In his famous first edition dictionary, published in 1828, Noah 
Webster did not include an entry for “Hellbender” (Webster 1828). 
It was in the 1841 edition of Webster’s Dictionary that a “Hell-
bender” entry was included for the first time in the appendix 
(Webster 1841). Similarly, “Hell-Bender” was defined in Bartlett’s 
1859 “Dictionary of Americanisms,” but was not included in the 
edition released in 1848, though “Hellbender” was included in an 
1845 “salamander” entry of the Encyclopædia Metropolitana by 
Smedley et al. 

The explanation for why the animals were called “hellbenders” 
is a bit more nebulous. In his brief 1805 overview, Barton attribut-
ed the name to the fact that “When it swims, its motion is slow and 

serpentine-like...” (Barton 1805). As noted above, he expanded his 
study of C. alleganiensis in an 1812 manuscript, but did not add 
significant substance to what he had already said previously:

“i MuSt not oMit to Mention a very SinguLar naMe By WHiCH tHiS 
aniMaL iS KnoWn, in SoMe PartS oF tHe united-StateS. By tHe negroeS 
in tHe WeStern PartS oF virginia, on tHe WaterS oF HoLSten, WHere it 
iS CoMMon, tHe rePtiLe iS oFten CaLLed HeLL-Bender, By reaSon oF itS 
SLoW tWiSted MotionS, WHen Moving in tHe WaterS, WHiCH tHe SLaveS 
CoMPare to tHe tortuouS PangS oF tHe daMned in HeLL.”

A number of sources connect the name to the species’ alleged 
ugliness, the most unflattering of which appeared in the book, The 
Mountain (Jackson, 1860):

“it iS one oF tHe MoSt revoLting CreatureS in exiStenCe, reSeM-
BLing MiLton’S Sin, itS SPraWLing, FLaBBy, SLiMy, and aLMoSt aMorPHiC 
outLineS SuggeSting SoMe ‘FortuitouS ConCourSe oF atoMS,’ Pre-
Sided over By tHe geniuS oF deForMity and diSguSt, ratHer tHan tHe 
CLearLy deMarKed StruCture oF a reguLarLy-organized aniMaL. tHe 
euPHoniouS naMe oF HeLL-Bender, WHiCH iS CoMMonLy aPPLied to tHiS 
neWt, SeeMS exCeedingLy aPProPriate.”

An 1878 account reveals that Dr. Dorner, director of the New 
York Aquarium, attributed the name to fisherman who were dis-
gusted by the animals, which they believed ate the spawn of more 
valuable game fish (Bolau 1878). Meanwhile, in his book of “Amer-
icanisms,” Farmer (1889) attributes the name “hellbender” to the 
animal’s “extreme ugliness.” It should also be noted that this book 
lists a second definition for the word, “A protracted and intensified 
drunken frolic” (Farmer 1889).

I seek here to suggest a previously unconsidered etymological 
pathway, in which “hellbender” evolved from German, with any 
explanations for the name having been assigned afterwards. As 
noted in the earliest available records concerning these animals, 
“alligator” was the most commonly used name throughout much 
of its range in at least the late 18th and early 19th centuries (Darling-
ton 1849; Barton 1805; 1812). According to Barton (1812):

 
“tHiS rePtiLe iS KnoWn in variouS PartS oF nortH-aMeriCa, and 

PartiCuLarLy PerHaPS in tHe united-StateS, By tHe naMe oF aLLiga-
tor. tHiS, i tHinK, iS itS MoSt CoMMon aPPeLLation in tHe StateS oF 
neW-yorK, PennSyLvania, and virginia; and, aCCordingLy, WHen tHe 
PeoPLe in tHe WeStern PartS oF tHeSe StateS, teLL uS, tHat tHe “aLLiga-
tor” doeS CertainLy inHaBit tHe WaterS oF tHeir Country, and tHat it 
iS even a CoMMon aniMaL, We May Be aSSured, tHat tHey aLLude to no 
otHer aniMaL tHan to tHat (or to a SPeCieS oF tHe SaMe genuS), WHiCH 
iS tHe SuBJeCt oF tHiS MeMoir.”  

It is also the case that in many of the areas within the range 
of C. alleganiensis, significant populations of German-speaking 
people, now known as the Pennsylvania Dutch, were immigrating 
and growing during the late 17th and 18th centuries (Grubb 1990; 
Nolt 2008; Zarrugh 2008; P. Donmoyer, pers. comm.). During that 
time, there were sizable communities of Pennsylvania Dutch 
people living in Pennsylvania, Maryland, North Carolina, and 
Virginia, including the Shenandoah Valley (Grubb 1990; Nolt 
2008; Zarrugh 2008; P. Donmoyer, pers. comm.). Grubb (1990) 
noted of these Pennsylvanians of German descent that, during 
the 1700s, “[t]hey were a potent force in shaping the social, 
economic, and political life of the mid-Atlantic region.” If, as 
Barton suggests, the name “hellbender” originated in western 

Fig. 2. Illustration in The Gentleman’s Magazine, attributable to Peter 
Collinson, that he thought portrayed an animal of the same species 
as the “alligator” caught near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The “pro-
boscis” (top) is the part Collinson actually had access to, while the 
animal (bottom) is an extrapolation from the description he was 
given (Urban 1753). It is clear now that the proboscis belonged to an 
American Paddlefish (Polyodon spathula).  
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Virginia and/or surrounding areas, the possibility that the 
growing German-speaking communities in the area had some 
influence on that process should not be easily dismissed. 

Keeping in mind that “alligator” was the most commonly used 
name for C. alleganiensis in the 18th and 19th centuries, and likely 
earlier, a review of contemporary and antique German dictionar-
ies reveals that the translation for “alligator” was “anbinder” (pro-
nounced: AHN-bin-dur). Dictionaries dating back to at least 1541 
have entries for “alligator,” though they were not referencing the 
crocodilian (Cholinus and Frisius 1541). Rather, these dictionaries 
were translating the Latin word for “one who ties or binds” (Figs. 
3A–F). Included in this count is a 1733 German-Latin dictionary 
that was recovered from the library of a field doctor attached to 
a group of German mercenaries who fought in the 1777 Battle of 
Saratoga, New York, USA, during the American Revolutionary War, 
which shows that these books were present and in use within the 
fledgling United States at the time (Fig. 4A,B) (McCullough 2001; 
P. Donmoyer, pers. comm.). Other areas where German troops 
fought during the Revolutionary War included Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, and Virginia (Ferling 2007). It was around the start 
of the 1800s that German dictionaries had begun listing the croco-
dilian translation for “alligator” in addition to “anbinder” (Oertel 
1806).

The phenomenon of English common names for animals 
evolving from other languages is not unusual, as in the case of 
the Yellowhammer bird (Emberiza citronella). The common name 
“Yellowhammer” is thought to have been derived from the German 
“ammer” (“bunting”), and the color of the species (Yellowhammer 
2018). Raccoons (Procyon lotor) got their English common name 
during the 17th century when the Algonquin word “aroughcun” 
was morphed into its current form (Raccoon 2008). In fact, “alliga-
tor” is thought to be a corruption of the Spanish “el lagarto” (“the 
lizard”), dating back to the mid-1500s (Alligator 2018).

Due to the peculiarities of linguistic evolution, especially dur-
ing a time with lower literacy rates than we are accustomed to to-
day, we may never know whether this putative etymology is accu-
rate. Even if it were, we may never learn the exact route by which 
“anbinder” became “hellbender.” But, one can easily imagine a 
German speaker looking up the word “alligator” in an old Ger-
man dictionary and relaying the translation “anbinder” to non-
German speakers with whom the original pronunciation was lost 
and a novel explanation was found to accompany the neologism, 

Fig. 3. a) Excerpt from a 1541 dictionary showing “Ein anbinder” as a German translation for “Alligator” (Cholinus and Frisius,1541). B) 
Excerpt from a 1587 dictionary showing “Eyn anbinder” as a German translation for “Alligator.” Red rectangles indicate areas of interest 
(Estienne et al.,1587). C) Excerpt from a 1588 dictionary showing “Anbinder” as a German translation for “Alligator.” Red rectangles indicate 
areas of interest (Calepino 1588). d) Excerpt from a 1680 dictionary showing “anbinder” as a German translation for “Alligator” (Frisius 
1680). e) Excerpt from a 1683 dictionary showing “Alligator” as a translation for “anbinder” (Gürtler 1683). F) Excerpt from a 1757 diction-
ary showing “der Anbinder” as a translation for “Alligator” (Bernhold 1757).

Fig. 4. a) Title page of a German-Latin dictionary recovered from the 
effects of a field doctor attached to Hessian mercenaries who fought 
in the 1777 Battle of Saratoga (Bayer 1733). B) Excerpt from the field 
doctor’s dictionary showing “Alligator” as the translation for “An-
binder” (Bayer 1733). 
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“hellbender.” Those post hoc explanations could have then found 
their way into the manuscripts of naturalists like Benjamin Smith 
Barton, becoming mythologized thereafter. 

The caveat to this proposition is that research was done utiliz-
ing only sources available on the internet at the time the research 
was performed in 2020. We may yet discover documents that shed 
more light on where the name “hellbender” came from, or per-
haps Barton’s initial reports are an accurate accounting of where 
the name originated. Furthermore, this proposed etymology does 
not preclude the possibility that the English name “hellbender” is 
derived from a language other than German. I seek only to add 
a possible mechanism by which this nomenclature came about.       
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The First Salamander Logo in Advertising

Perhaps corresponding to known species, frogs remain 
more often represented than other groups of amphibians 
in popular cultures. While folk perceptions of frogs remain 
societally positive, those of members of the Caudata are more 
mixed, owing to often-negative beliefs held in rural Europe 
and amongst indigenous peoples of the New World (Crump 
2015; Das 2011). Examples include their use in witchcraft 
and poisoning (Shakespeare 1603–1606), as ‘the devil’s beast’ 
in medieval times (Cooke 1893). It also appears in works on 
occult and black magic (Crump 2015), as well as in mediaeval 
bestiaries (McCulloch 1962), and include beliefs, such as seen 
only when one is about to die (Kuzmin and Maslova 2003) or lead 
to suffering loss of worldly possessions (Froom 1982), and even 
affect stored beverages (Brøndegaard 1985). Positive or neutral 
attributes associated with salamanders include their ability 
to withstand fire (Aristotle 350 B.C.E.), hence, presumably the 
usage of the salamander motif as ancient symbol for fire and 
of Sulfur (Saunders 1995). This belief was validated in part by 
a more recent observation (Stromberg 1997) of a salamander 
surviving fire.

The earliest frog logo is that of Erdal, German maker of 
shoe-polish (Das 2020). Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that 
the earliest salamander logo is from the same country, adopted 
also by a manufacturer of footwear products, initially, shoe-
polish, and subsequently, boots and other forms of footwear. 

The ‘Salamander’ shoe company was co-founded by Rudolf 
Moos (1866–1951), of Jewish heritage, born in Buchau, located 
in the erstwhile Kingdom of Württemberg (now a state in 
southwest Germany), and educated in Ulm, Germany (Moos 
2010). Notably, Moos was related to the physicist and Nobel 
Laureate Albert Einstein (1879–1955) from his mother’s side. 
Anti-Jewish sentiment in Germany, leading to World War II, lead 
to the sale of his business. After paying a “flight tax” of 42,000 
Reichsmarks, Moos and his wife were permitted to immigrate 
to England.

The origins of the company’s logo have been described in 
Moos (2010). The initial object of inspiration was a jeweller’s 
advertisement from the ‘Illustrated News’, an English 
newspaper, for a lizard-shaped brooch. After conferring with 
a colleague, on 5 December 1899, the brand was registered 
as a trademark at the Imperial Patent Office in Berlin. The 
‘Salamander’ trademark (Fig. 1) was first used between 
1900–1901. In 1905, the “Schuhverkaufs GmbH Salamander” 
was established, with a partner, Jacob Sigle, a pioneer in 
the industrial fabrication of shoes (see Sturm 1967), was 
founded, each holding 50% of the shares (company history 
in Sedler and Burkhardt 2014). The name was selected for 
being attractive as well as recognizable in being linguistically 
undifferentiated amongst the major European languages. 
These include German, English, Swedish, Danish, and Dutch 
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Fig. 1. Printed advertisements of Salamander shoes from magazines 
of the early 1900s.
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(all ‘salamander’), or with apparently only dialectical-level 
differences in French (‘salamandre’), Italian, Spanish, Polish, or 
Portuguese (all ‘salamandra’), Greek (‘salamándra’), Romanian 
(‘salamandr‐’), Finnish (‘salamanteri’), Bulgarian (‘salamand‐r’), 
and Hungarian (‘szalamandra’). In the same year, the first 
Salamander branch was opened in Berlin, and by 1906, four 
more shops were added. At the company’s peak, in 1909, a 
total of 2,800 employees churned out 2 million pairs of shoes. 
The major advertising campaigns for “Salamander shoes” 
starting during the period, included advertisements in society 
magazines (Fig. 1), poster stamps (Fig. 2), and postcards (Fig. 
3). Poster stamps include stamp-like (with perforations) or 
business card-like (printed on cardboard) advertising label 
issued by companies in Europe and North America to promote 
their products, that became collectors items, from the mid-
19th century till about the middle of the 20th century.

Even a cursory examination of the logo makes it clear 
that the species depicted is the European Fire Salamander, 
Salamandra salamandra, with the distinct spotted pattern 
on the dorsum, and body shape and proportions. Apart from 
the logo, Salamander also developed a character for a series of 
comic books, originally by an unknown artist (Schubel 1955), 

and subsequently, the stories of Lurchi the Fire Salamander 
(Fig. 4) were by copywriter Erwin Kühlewein (1952 to 1964) and 
artist Heinz Schubel (1952 to 1972). The familiar salamander 
appears in booklets written in simple German rhymes for 
primary school children. 

Salamander shoes survived World War II, and remain in 
production, after several changes of hands, under the current 
ownership (since 2009) of Ara AG (founded 1949, Langenfeld, 
Germany), shoe manufacturers and retailers. The salamander 
logo appears unexpected as recent merchandise, from postal 
meter marks (Fig. 5), to “Publibels,” or Belgian trade postcards, 
bearing advertisements of governmental or commercial 
enterprises, in single French, Flemish, German, or even 
multiple language variants (Fig. 6) to cancellations on covers 
apart from postal cancellations that promote specific products 
or services of governmental agencies or private companies (Fig. 
7).
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Fig. 2. Poster stamps from Salamander S.A., issued in 1913.
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From left to right. Fig. 3. Promotional postcards from Salamander S.A. Top: Art deco postcard from Salamander S.A., issued in 1912. Bottom: Pro-
motional postcard from 1930, showing the Salamander S.A. factory at Kornwestheim. Fig. 4. Pages from a pre-World War II comic book on Lurchi, 
the Salamander. The character has been associated with Salamander shoes since 1937. Fig. 5. Meter mark showing Salamander S.A. logo from a 
printed receipt dated 22 May 1942. Fig. 6. Two examples of Belgian trade postcards (“Publibels,” No. 2057, top; No. 2349N, bottom), bearing 17 
January 1966 and 1 May 1970 cancellations, respectively, with the Salamander S.A. trade mark. Fig. 7. The Salamander logo from a meter mark 
on a commercial shipment from Kornwestheim, Germany, dated 16 February 1994.
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